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Diabetes still a
dangerous condition
in era of modern
medicine

Dr. Calvin Hansen is a board certified neurologist and the Stroke Medical
Director practicing at Iowa Methodist Medical Center-UnityPoint, a Certified
Primary Stroke Center. Dr. Hansen trained at the University of Arizona and
his fellowship was in stroke (cerebrovascular disorders) with Massachusetts
General Hospital at Boston and he has remained at Iowa Methodist since
beginning in 1994. He is also a Fellow in the Academy of Neurology due
to his teaching services.
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Important Quick
Stroke Treatment

Dr. Hansen presented to our group several years ago and was very
informative. We look forward to him joining us again to discuss new
treatment in acute stroke.
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Speaker Rescheduled

Please plan to attend!
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Ten Commandments
for Caregiving

As a reminder if you have something special you would like to see in the
newsletter please don’t hesitate to let me know. My phone number is
515- 255-0366. My email address is stktek1@gmail.com
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A little bit of humor

Thanks, your Newsletter Editor,
Sue Toale Knapp.

The next Stroke Club Meeting is Tuesday April 16th, at 7:00p.m. at
New Hope United Methodist Church at 4525 Beaver Ave., Des Moines.
The church is accessible.
This month our speaker will be Dr. Calvin Hansen.

Des Moines

Spring Into Happiness
Shake off winter and embrace the new season with these uplifting activities. If warmer weather has you looking for
ways to forget those winter aches and pains, soak in the joy of the season with some of these activities.
1. Join a Team.
Whether it’s a softball or bocci, sign up for a sports
league. Not only will it get you moving, but studies
show that playing on a team boosts your happiness
and self-esteem.

6. Do some spring cleaning.
Clearing clutter can raise your spirits and reduce your
stress. Cull your wardrobe and donate what you no
longer wear to people who will use and value them,
which may give you another boost of satisfaction.

2. Arrange a bouquet.
Fresh flowers can put an instant smile on your face and
arranging them exercises your hands and creativity.

7. Try something new at a farmer’s market.
Choose an unfamiliar fruit or vegetable, such as
kohlrabi or a different mushroom variety, and try a new
recipe with your find.

3. Try geocaching.
This outdoor treasure hunt is fun alone or with friends
as you use GPS coordinates and clues to look for
hidden containers. Visit geocaching.com to get started.
4. Volunteer at a park or community garden.
Give back while enjoying the outdoors. You can help
plant flowers, maintain a trail or lead hikes.
5. Take a walk in the woods.
Immersing yourself in nature had been shown to lift
moods and lower blood pressure. Turn off your phone
and tune into the sights, smells and sounds of nature.

8. Practice yoga or tai chi outside.
When the weather warns up, many studios and centers
offer fresh-air classes. Or roll out you mat in your own
backyard.
9. Fly a kite.
Remember enjoying this when you were a kid? One
study found that nostalgic activities can help brighten
you outlook. – Sharon Liao.
Reference: Arthritis Today March/April 2019

NEED A LIFT
NEED A RIDE TO STROKE CLUB MEETING?
Call Amy Johnson at 263-5166 to arrange a ride.
Please call her rather than the person who may be your “usual driver”.
This will allow Amy to know how to plan for rides and drivers.
If you are afraid you will forget to call, do it now!! Please call no later than
9 a.m. the day before the meeting and preferably the Friday before the
Tuesday meeting. This will allow Amy enough time to schedule a ride for you.
You will receive a call before the meeting regarding who will pick you up the
night of meeting. We have several volunteers who are willing to provide you
a ride to Stroke Club.
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ONLINE
SUPPORT GROUP
For those of you looking for an
online support group here is
a website for you: http://www.
strokenetwork.org/.
It is a very active group. You have
to join like a listserv and you post
a question or issue and the group
will email you back suggestions.
Everyone in the group has survived
a stroke and has great ideas they are
willing to share.

3 EASY
HEALTH
BOOSTERS
Talk to your doctor about these
supplements – new research
shows they could help your
body and mind.
Folic Acid
In a study of more than 10,000
people with high blood
pressure, those who took folic
acid daily with their blood
pressure medication had a
75% lower risk of stroke
compared with people who
took only the med.
Lutein and Zeaxanthin
These tow can fortify brain
health and cognition, suggest
several recent studies from the
University of Georgia. They
were linked to stronger brain
connections plus better spatial
memory, reasoning ability
and attention.
Vitamin D
People with higher levels of
vitamin D in their blood can
exercise longer, new research
shows. It may aid in energy
production, heart function,
and building certain types of
muscle fiber.
Sources: L. Stephen Miller,
PhD., professor and head of
psychology at the University of
Georgia; Amr Marawan, M.D.,
professor of internal medicine
at Virginia Commonwealth
University.

The Thinner
There was a Scottish tradesman, a painter
called Jack, who was very interested in
making a pound where he could. So he
often would thin down his paint to make
it go a wee bit further. As it happened, he
got away with this for some time.
Eventually the Presbyterian Church
decided to do a big restoration job on
one of their biggest churches. Jack put in
a painting bid and because his price was
so competitive, he got the job. And so he
set to, with a right good will, erecting the
trestles and putting up the planks, and
buying the paint and...yes, I am sorry to
say, thinning it down with the turpentine.
Well, Jack was up on the scaffolding,
painting away, the job nearly done, when
suddenly there was a horrendous clap
of thunder. The sky opened and the rain
poured down, washing the thin paint from
all over the church and knocking Jack fair
off the scaffold to land on the lawn.
Now, Jack was no fool. He knew this was a
judgement from the Almighty, so he fell on
his knees and cried, ‘Oh, God! Forgive me!
What should I do?’ And from the thunder,
a mighty Voice spoke, ‘Repaint you thinner,
And go and thin no more!’

APHASIA GROUP
The Aphasia group will now meet the
2nd & 4th Wednesdays of each month
from 1 – 2 p.m.
The group meets at Mercy Riverside,
which is located to 501 SW 7th St. Suite Q,
Des Moines, IA 50309. Sue Fagg, Speech
Language Pathologist for Mercy Medical
Center is the group leader. Interested
persons can call Sue at (515) 643-9818
for more information or directions to
the facility.

Reference: Woman’s Day Magazine
March 2019
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DIABETES
Still a dangerous
condition in era of
modern medicine.
Despite medical advances, having diabetes is still
linked to a higher risk of dying from cardiovascular
disease, new research shows.
It’s long been known that diabetes – a condition that
causes blood sugar to rise – increases the risk of death
from multiple causes. Past research showed people
with diabetes are twice as likely to develop and die
from cardiovascular diseases, including heart disease,
heart failure, heart attack and stroke.
But there has been little research looking into diabetesrelated mortality among patients getting routine care
in the modern era of reducing cardiovascular disease
risk. For the new study, published Tuesday in the
Journal of the American Heart Association, researchers
from several Veterans Affairs hospitals looked at data
from more than 960,000 people – including nearly
330,000 with diabetes – who received routine primary
care from 2002-2014 in the VA Healthcare System.
After analyzing an average eight years’ worth of data
for each patient, researchers concluded that while
diabetes-related deaths were lower than they were in
the 1980s and 1990s, diabetes still had a major impact
on higher death rates. The study found diabetes was
associated with a 16 percent increase in dying from
any cause and an 18 percent increase in dying from
cardiovascular disease.
The study also showed that for people who had
diabetes, an A1C level of 6 to 6.9 percent was
associated with the lowest levels of death, regardless
of how old they were. An A1C test measures a person’s
average blood glucose control for the past two to
three months.
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“I think that’s notable, because it shows age alone
isn’t that informative. Treatment decisions are a lot
more complicated than just basing decisions on
someone’s age,” said Dr. Sridharan Raghavan, the
study’s lead author.
Raghavan, a professor at the University of Colorado
School of Medicine, said that while the exact
relationship between A1C levels and mortality
rates – and how to use A1C measurements to
guide care – remains unclear, doctors should watch
the levels closely in patients with diabetes.
“Even if we don’t understand the relationship, it can still
tell us something about a person’s overall health and
risk of mortality,” he said.
Dr. David Aguilar, a cardiologist who wasn’t involved
in the study, said the research was limited by being an
observational study of mostly male military veterans.
But he said the results added to the body of evidence
for treating diabetes to lower mortality risk.
“It shows that we’re doing better, but it also reminds
us of the importance of glucose control. We need to
treat people according to guidelines and get their
hemoglobin A1C levels to less than 7 percent if they
can tolerate that safely,” said Aguilar, an associate
professor of cardiovascular medicine at the McGovern
Medical School at the University of Texas Health
Science Center at Houston.
Aguilar, who wrote an editorial that accompanied
the study, called for future studies that explore the
best strategies to lower cardiovascular risk with newer
diabetes medications. Raghavan said more research
is needed to pinpoint which patients are best able
to lower their mortality risk by maintaining specific
A1C levels.

Why Getting Quick Stroke
Treatment Is Important Quick
Stroke Treatment Can Save Lives
If you’re having a stroke, it’s critical that you get medical
attention right away. Immediate treatment may minimize
the long-term effects of a stroke and even prevent death.
Thanks to recent advances, stroke treatments and survival
rates have improved greatly over the last decade.
Stroke Treatment: Alteplase IV r-tPA, the Gold Standard
A stroke occurs when a vessel in the brain is blocked by a
blood clot or ruptures. A stroke caused by a clot is called an
ischemic stroke, making up about 85 percent of all strokes
in the United States.
Both agreed that education is key to dropping
the risk even further. Aguilar pointed to “Know
Diabetes by Heart,” a new initiative launched
by the American Diabetes Association and
American Heart Association to raise awareness
about the link between the two diseases.
According to a recent Harris Poll, only about
half of people 45 and older with Type 2
diabetes recognized their risk for a heart
attack or stroke. About 26 million American
adults have been diagnosed with diabetes,
and an additional 92 million have prediabetes,
a condition that increases the risk for
Type 2 diabetes.
“You can actually mitigate a lot of the mortality
risk related to diabetes by controlling
cardiovascular risk factors like smoking and
cholesterol levels and blood pressure levels,”
Raghavan said.
Aguilar said doctors need to have frank
discussions with patients about the relationship
between diabetes and cardiovascular disease,
and talk about how exercise and maintaining a
healthy weight decreases heart disease risk.
“It’s not just about blood sugar,” he said.
“Health care providers have to focus on a
comprehensive approach and discuss all
the different issues and strategies that will
empower the patient to lower their risk.”
Reference: www.strokeassociation.org/

The only FDA-approved treatment for ischemic strokes
is Alteplase IV r-tPA, also known as tissue plasminogen
activator. Alteplase IV r-tPA works by dissolving the clot and
improving blood flow. If administered within three hours
(and up to four-and-a-half hours in certain eligible patients),
Alteplase IV r-tPA may improve the chances of recovering
from a stroke.
Other Stroke Treatment Options
An endovascular procedure is a treatment to remove the
clot by sending a catheter to the site of the blocked blood
vessel in the brain. Patients must meet certain criteria to
be eligible.
Sometimes these procedures involve tPA being
administered directly into the blood clot (called intraarterial treatment) to help dissolve the blockage. In other
procedures, the doctor may attempt to remove the clot.
Research is ongoing to determine the best clinical protocols
for endovascular procedures.
Reference: strokeassociation.org

SPEAKER RESCHEDULED
As some of you know we had to cancel our 1st Stroke
club meeting on 2/19/2019 due to what else – the never
ending SNOW!!
Dr. Jeffrey Kinderdietz who was scheduled to present
on-Living a Healthy Lifestyle and Mindfulness has
graciously agreed to come to our June meeting and
speak on this topic.
I would hope by then we are done with the winter weather!!!
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Ten Commandments for Caregiving
Taking care of two elderly parents with different needs was not an easy task. For me it was on the job training that
I learned from interacting with the professionals I met along the way, from living day to day with the challenges
that I experienced, from others who had gone through this trying time, and especially from reading and learning
as much as I could about what often has been called “the roller coaster ride of caregiving.” In response to this
time, I wrote a book about my personal caregiving story and came to some conclusions about the process.
The result is Mimi’s Ten Caregiving Commandments.
Commandment Number One: Analyze Your Personal
Circumstances - More than anything else I have
learned that we are all different and that we individually
react to situations that arise. Disparate personalities
involved determine how decisions are made within
the caregiver support system. There can easily be a
clash among these types. Some of us are deniers and
refuse to admit that there is trouble. Some of us are
needy and expect others to do all the things that we
can no longer do. Some of us are naïve and just plod
along until there is a crisis. Some of us know better
but keep putting off doing anything about the current
situation until it’s thrust upon us. Some of us think we
know everything and want to stay in control and make
all the decisions. In my case, my parents remained
independent until my mother’s mental condition
deteriorated, my father’s ability to make decisions
needed assistance and my brother, who was the
nearby caregiver, decided to move away. People are
encouraged nowadays to try to “start the conversation”
early and, though it has to be a work in progress, to
begin to craft a beginning plan.
Commandment Number Two: Organize – It’s so
important to have the care recipient’s basic information
on hand and that’s not just living wills and powers
of attorney. It’s social security numbers, computer
passwords, home maintenance information, medical
history, Medicare paperwork. banking information.
It should all be in one place or else specified where
this information is located. It should include insurance
policies, important contact information, spousal
information, birth certificates, marriage licenses,
divorce agreements, financial statements. Many books
are out that will provide you with ways to compile this
information. All this material needs to be collated and
easy to access. I started with one notebook and one
folder. I wound up with notebooks for each parent and
a file box filled with folders labeled by category.
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Commandment Number Three: Communicate –
Whether it’s an ER physician who needs to know your
loved one’s situation, whether it’s your loved one
who needs to be reassured, or a family member who
may have a different opinion, life is better if there is a
continuing dialogue, a respect for different points of
view, and a shared conclusion. Particularly in the case
of my mother who lost her ability to speak, I had to
constantly explain to the nurses, the caregivers, the
home health professionals, and the geriatricians that
Mom could not talk and to try to interpret what I felt to
be the problem.
Commandment Number Four: Prioritize – There may
be many decisions to be made for an elderly person
such as who should be in charge, whether an elderly
person should remain in his lifelong home or move to
a senior facility and, if so, where to live, or what to do
if there is a medical crisis or the money runs out. At
the very minimum the final decisions should take into
account how all parties involved can best maintain a
quality of life and a sense of dignity. In my situation
there were many choices that had to be made. One
of those choices was whether to move my parents
from their lifelong residence in Chicago to be with me
in Denver. It was definitely a trade-off but the most
important thing to me was that they have someone
regularly supervising them.

MOTIVATIONAL THOUGHT
“If you don’t like something, change
it. If you can’t change it, change your
attitude.”
- Maya Angelou

Commandment Number Five: Educate Yourself – As
it’s often said, “Knowledge is power.” Knowing what to
expect and what options are available makes it easier
to anticipate what may be coming and to more readily
cope with the challenges one may face. I have to admit
it’s hard to sit down and read a book about eldercare
when one is still functioning very well, but after taking
care of my parents, I cannot stress how important
I feel it is to familiarize one’s self with the possible
scenarios of growing old. Today all kinds of resources
for caregiving are readily available since one-third of
our population is now performing some caregiving
duties. Books, documentaries, websites, forums, flood
the eldercare market. When I was going through the
eldercare phase a few years ago, not that much material
was available, and I was frustrated about my lack of
knowledge on the subject. I worked hard to address the
eldercare issues on a case-by-case basis.
Commandment Number Six: Learn Every Bureaucracy –
How many times have we heard someone say, “That’s
not my responsibility”?
Whether it’s contacting a physician, working with the
Medicare system, managing medications, figuring out
how home health works or filing claims with insurance
companies, the more one knows about who to contact
and how to proceed, the less
frustrated everyone will be. One of the hardest tasks
for me was learning who did what at the senior living
facility where my parents were living. At the beginning,
I could never figure out who was watching over Mom.
In reality, no one specific person had that responsibility.
Commandment Number Seven: Stay Fluid – There are
going to be times when you will need help and support
and the answers will not come quickly. It’s important not
to panic and not to get mad. A sense of humor really
comes in handy if you can manage to keep yours. If all
that fails, take a few deep breaths or share the burden
or, even though it might be hard, take an hour or two
away from the situation. I remember once near the
time of Dad’s passing when I just let loose on the CNA
(certified nurse assistant) who could not find Dad’s
prescription that it turned out was lost in an out box.
These things are going to happen and you get more
with honey than you do with vinegar.

Commandment Number Eight: – Do Your Homework –
Don’t rely on others for your final decision on an
important matter without consulting experts or by
seeking out credible reading materials. When my
mother became more and more aggressive, the
geriatric care manager suggested that Mom needed
psychiatric help. When I ran this by the head nurse
of her dementia unit, she laughed at the thought.
Ultimately I felt that employing a psychologist of any
sort at her advanced age would do more harm than
good. I decided on a sedative as recommended by her
geriatrician was more appropriate.
Commandment Number Nine: Stand Your Ground –
Doctors, social workers, professional caregivers are all
just people and though they have been schooled, they
will all have different opinions. You’re in charge and you
need to hear everyone out if that’s the problem or, in
the case of a particular problem that has been ignored,
it’s your responsibility to call attention to the situation.
One time when Mom gashed her head and wound up
in the emergency room, I had to keep courting the staff
to attend to Mom. Knowing she couldn’t speak and that
there wasn’t any urgency, the modus operandi was to
take as much time as they liked. It was my job to keep
questioning those in charge and be my mother’s voice.
Commandment Number Ten: Take Care of Yourself
–Regardless of how needy the care recipient is, the
caregiver should try really hard to eat right, get
enough exercise and sleep and to find at least some
other outlet for diversion. If you can, seek the help of
someone else who can spell you for a little while. As
it is said so frequently, “nobody is indispensable.” I let
certain activities lapse and selected carefully where I
spent my time but I made sure that I had outlets that
mattered to me, a quiet lunch, a massage, the purchase
of a flowering plant because I liked it.
There will always be ups and downs in the caregiving
process, but if you follow these commandments, there
is a better chance that when you look back on this
stressful time, you will have comfort in knowing that you
did the best you could for both you, the caregiver, and
for the one you supervised.
Reference: caregiver.com
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A LITTLE BIT OF HUMOR
Signs, signs, signs
– In a Podiatrist’s office: “Time wounds
all heels”
– On another Septic Tank Truck: “We’re #1
in the #2 business”
– On a Plumber’s truck: “We repair what
your husband fixed”
– On another Plumber’s truck: “Don’t
sleep with a drip, Call your plumber”
– In a Non-smoking Area: “If we see smoke,
we will assume you are on fire and take
appropriate action.”
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– At an Optometrist’s Office: “If you don’t see
what you’re looking for, you’ve come to the
right place.”
– On a Taxidermist’s window: “We really know
our stuff”
– On a Fence: “Salesmen welcome! Dog food
is expensive!”
– At a Car Dealership: “The best way to get
back on your feet - miss a car payment.”
– Outside a Muffler Shop: “No appointment
necessary. We hear you coming.”
– In a Veterinarian’s waiting room: “Be back
in 5 minutes. Sit! Stay!

